Pre-charged Cleaning System
This system uses modern cleaning tools and microfiber textiles configured to enhance cleaning. Traditional spray-and-wipe cleaning causes workers to inhale atomized chemicals and may have a negative impact on indoor air quality for building occupants. Purchasing trigger sprayer bottles, affixing instruction labels and managing regulatory compliance can also be cumbersome and costly. This is a cost-effective alternative to improve this process. A color-coded bucket system with lids allows workers to use pre-moistened microfiber cloths for above-the-floor cleaning. The worker inserts 15, 25 or 40 cloths into the bucket and adds the proper amount of diluted chemical. The cloths absorb the chemical and become pre-moistened for cleaning all types of horizontal and vertical surfaces.

Pre-charged Flat Mop System
The traditional mop-and-bucket approach to cleaning floors not only causes cross-contamination, but it also increases water usage and labor inefficiencies related to unnecessary travel time to water closets. Using inefficient string mops leads to soil buildup, unsightly appearance issues and unpleasant odors.

With the NaceCare pre-charged flat mop system, 10 - 12 microfiber flat mops are inserted into a durable, injection molded bucket with a lid. The worker adds chemical to the bucket, snapping the lid to make it watertight.

Pre-charged Cleaning System Benefits
- Decreased cross-contamination
- Reduced water and chemical usage
- Reduced worker exposure and injuries
- Increased productivity
- Enhanced floor safety
- Reduced capital expenditure and replacement cost
- Meet green cleaning requirements
- Improved Indoor Air Quality
- Simplified training
MidMop - A Class All its Own
The System Supports Both String Mops and Flat Mops

- Its compact design allows for easy storage while providing a go anywhere dual bucket mopping system
- The patented wringer is positioned high on the trolley providing better ergonomics and full access to both buckets at all times
- The MidMop permits a true twin bucket system to be followed or the wringer can be easily moved from one side to the other should both buckets be needed
- Total flexibility - it can be used in place on the NPT 1606 or attached to the NC 3000 and 4000 using an optional bracket
- Structural foam construction ensures maximum durability
- Easily removed 4 gallon buckets allow for simple filling and emptying
- Options include a flat mop stand and a versatile 5 quart swing bucket!

Optional swing bucket  Optional mop stand

Shown with optional mop stand and mop

Patented water discharge diverter  Accepts up to a 24 ounce string mop  Accepts folding flat maps
The NPT 1606 is a Versatile Compact Cart to Suit Any Need

- Modular design means one cart is all you’ll ever need
- Uses include offices, rest rooms and general cleaning
- Total flexibility - all the options can be moved between carts as your needs change
- It supports your recycling program
- Fully color coded system accommodates charging buckets for mops and cloths
- Structural foam construction ensures maximum durability
- Easy-glide locking drawers and optional locking top cabinet
- The optional MidMop provides a divided dual bucket system that can be used in place or removed
- The design allows the MidMop to be swapped out for a second 30 gallon waste bag
- Optional Mopmatic system for effective pre-charging of mops

NPT 1606

Comes standard with:
- 1 x 30 gallon on-board waste
- 1 x blue locking drawer
- 4 x 5 quart buckets (for under round top)
- Optional 2 x 10 quart buckets also available

Dimensions (LxWxH): 47” x 23” x 42”
Optional locking round top

Optional second locking drawer

Optional removable MidMop system

- Above configuration is for reference only.
- Base cart only is shown on the previous page.
NC 3000 & NC 4000 Features

- Carts are structural foam with corner bumpers, removable/washable trays and non-marking 5” ball-bearing castors.
- Both units are JCAHO COMPLIANT: Locking cabinet doors and waste cover.
- Locks are a standard feature.
- The NC 3000 includes 3 removable trays and a pedal-activated, enclosed 30 gallon waste container.
- The NC 4000 has 3 removable trays and 1 shelf for maximum storage.

MID MOP - DETACHABLE MOPPING SYSTEM

- The MidMop accepts both folding flat mops and string mops up to 24 ounces.
- Twin buckets reduce cross-contamination, ensuring the clean water remains clean longer.
- The MidMop can be used as a true twin bucket system or for additional water capacity the wringer can be moved from one side to the other allowing both buckets to be used for clean water.
- Total flexibility - it can be attached to the NC3000 and 4000 using an optional bracket.

MOPMATIC

- Attached directly to the cart, Mopmatic features a unique mop preparation system which provides a constant supply of clean, uniformly moistened mops or microfiber cloths.
- The blue bucket stores the clean, pre-moistened mops while the red bucket stores the dirty ones.

DETACHABLE AND MOUNTED WASTE SYSTEMS

- They come with a zippered vinyl waste bag, allowing for easy waste removal without lifting.
- The NCK 400 can be detached from the cart where required.

The À LA CARTE PROGRAM from NaceCare allows you to custom build our carts to suit your specific needs. Simply choose your base, and then add on your kit and accessories.

JCAHO COMPLIANT UNDER STANDARDS EC.1.20, IC.3.10, IC.1.10, EC.4.10
À LA CARTE KITS

- 759124 - 2 x 30-gallon removable waste module
- 629639 - 30-gallon on-board collapsable waste module
- 629569 - 3-bucket MopMatic pre-charging system
- 900540 - MidMop connector bracket
- 900553 - Locking round top

- 759124 - 2 x 30-gallon removable waste module
- 629639 - 30-gallon on-board collapsable waste module

À LA CARTE KITS
SYSTEM ACCESSORIES

4-Quart Buckets
WITH LIDS
629760 - Red
629761 - Blue
629763 - Green
629762 - Yellow

WITHOUT LIDS
629532 - Red
629533 - Blue
629534 - Green
629535 - Yellow

6-Quart Buckets
WITH LIDS
629181 - Red
629182 - Blue
629183 - Green
629184 - Yellow

WITHOUT LIDS
628183 - Red
628184 - Blue
627909 - Green
627910 - Yellow

5-Quart Buckets
WITHOUT LIDS
628773 - Red
628774 - Blue
629011 - Green
629012 - Yellow

10-Quart Buckets With Lids
WITH LIDS
629177 - Red
629178 - Blue
629179 - Green
629180 - Yellow

WITHOUT LIDS
628011 - Red
628012 - Blue
628013 - Green
628014 - Yellow

Clamp on Nooks
628277 - Clamp 25mm (1")
628276 - Clamp 32mm (1 1/4")
628378 - Wet floor sign hook

Hanging Nooks
229451 - Nook 22mm (3/4")
229450 - Nook 25mm (1")
229449 - Nook 32mm (1 1/4")

Pocket Mop
8020059 - Pocket mop
(Includes 1 looped mop head)

Folding Flat Mop
8020060 - Folding flat mop
(Includes 1 looped mop head)

Velcro Flat Mop
8020063 - Velcro flat mop
(Includes 1 looped mop head)